RESULTS

10'000 CHF Cash
- VocaBoca – www.vocaboca.com
  is a revolutionary smartphone and tablet application that will help foreign languages students to easily memorize new words while having fun
- Biomod
  creates biophysical models from digital media
- Insight – www.sight.io
  allows users to frame or compose their photographs, by providing automatic suggestions.

The Ark – Free incubator access Award
- VocaBoca – www.vocaboca.com
  is a revolutionary smartphone and tablet application that will help foreign languages students to easily memorize new words while having fun

The pitch challenge Award
- Insight – www.sight.io
  allows users to frame or compose their photographs, by providing automatic suggestions.
- Emogen
  staging the text: an expressive audio content generation

Venture Kick – www.venturekick.ch
- Insight - www.sight.io
  allows users to frame or compose their photographs, by providing automatic suggestions.
- Emogen
  staging the text: an expressive audio content generation

EuroFin Ventures – www.eurofinventures.com
- Connect4Business
  supports customers to increase networking efficiency before, during and after professional events.
- Insight - www.sight.io
  allows users to frame or compose their photographs, by providing automatic suggestions.
- Emogen
  staging the text: an expressive audio content generation
- Biomod
  creates biophysical models from digital media
IMD Start-up Competition – www.imd.org

- **Insight** - [www.sight.io](http://www.sight.io)
  allows users to frame or compose their photographs, by providing automatic suggestions.

- **VocaBoca – [www.vocaboca.com](http://www.vocaboca.com)**
  is a revolutionary smartphone and tablet application that will help foreign languages
  students to easily memorize new words while having fun

- **EmoGen**
  staging the text: an expressive audio content generation

- **Biomod**
  creates biophysical models from digital media

- **WxM – [www.weatherxm.com](http://www.weatherxm.com)**
  mission is to advance the reliability in weather forecasting through innovative tools and
  services that employ big data mobilization, infrastructure development, and community
  engagement

*More information: [www.createchallenge.org](http://www.createchallenge.org)*
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